
Case No. 2016-0005292A

SuppNo. 011

r3. Additional  Arrest Report  Accident D Domestic D Stolen Bike 0 Juvenile Involved O Alchohol Involved  Prints Adults 1
Reports  Complaint App  Housing  Bias  Drugs Involved D Gang Involved  Photos Juveniles 0

s7. Incident Cnts Offense Code
GENERAL POLICE BUSINESS/INFORMATION | 01 19100 |

sio. Reported Date sii.Time $12. Day
03/30/2016 110:34 [WED

_ ... 11. 1 .
si3. Occrd From Date $14. Time sis. Day 

03/26/2016 122:54 | SAT

_________ O________ 1
si6. Occrd To Date si?. Time sis. Day

03/26/2016 122:54 | SAT

r2o. Reporting Officer 1,1.D.
SUONG, CHASE CHANAROTH 10696

:2i. Reporting Officers. I.D.
ROJAS, GUILLERMO DAVID 12716

Ml ni. PCF No. n2. Last Name / Business / State of...
PEREZ

na. First Name n4. Middle Name
JOSE MANUEL

ns. Race n6. Sex
H M

n7. Age
038

.3. Date of Birth 
12/25/1977

n9. Place of Birth - City, State 
PUERTO RICO

nio. Soc Sec No. nil. Operator's License No. nt2. State

nis. Height ni4. Weight
5'10" 250 lbs

n!5, BUlId
HEAVY

nis. Complexion ni?. Eyes
MEDIUM BRO

nis. Hair
BLK

ni9. Facial Hair 
GOATEE

n2o. Marital Status
SINGLE

Iwolvement:
SUSPECT 

n27. Residence Address 1
75 CAMBRIDGE ST 2ND FLOOR LOWELL MA

n28. Phone
| 

n29. Residence Address 2
 LOWELL MA

n30. Phone
1__________________

On the listed date, while assigned to the LPD Gang Unit (call sign - "G4") working in 
plain clothes with a department badge around my neck and operating an unmarked cruiser 
equipped with lights and siren, this officer was in the Lower Highland section of Lowell 
monitoring gang activity.

At approximately 2255 hours, Lowell Dispatch stated they received a call from Essex County 
Dispatch that a male residing at 75 Cambridge Street is "going to kill everyone" and that 
he wants the police there. This statement led this officer to believe that there were 
possible victims inside the house where this male is residing. Additionally, it was also 
relayed that this male, later identified as Jose Perez (12/25/77), is in possession of a 
knife.

I was on Liberty Street and within close proximity so I activated the emergency lights and 
siren and started making my way to this location on Cambridge Street, given the serious 
nature of this call. Upon arriving, I waited several seconds for an additional unit to 
respond in which Officer Rojas arrived in a marked cruiser and in uniform. As we were 
approaching 75 Cambridge Street a priority one tone was given by Dispatch regarding this 
address and that the male caller (Perez) is in the hallways armed with a knife. I 
immediately drew my department-issued firearm to my side pointing down and proceeded to 
the main front entryway of the building with Officer Rojas who was to my immediate left. 
There were several steps on the outside of the building leading to the main door which was 
opened at this time. I could see there was a short hallway to the left which led to a 
door to the first-floor apartment and to the right was a stairway presumably leading to 
the second floor. Upon visually clearing the left/first floor hallway I took a couple of 
steps forward on the front steps when my attention was drawn to the top of the right 
stairway where I observed a male walking down. I then took a step back and then notified 
Officer Rojas.

u. Submitted By Officer, I.D.
SUONG, CHASE CHANAROTH 10696

12. Approving Officer's Name, I.D. Page
SULLIVAN. KEVIN PATRICK 92202 1

NCD5001 Rev. 03/13



I observed this male (Perez) quickly moving down the stairs holding two knives: a butcher 
knife in his left hand and a common kitchen knife in his right, I also observed blood on 
his hands which led this officer to believe that there could be victims inside the 
apartment* I pointed my firearm at Perez and made loud, verbal commands for him to stop 
and to immediately drop the knives, Perez continued walking down the stairs and stated 
"no, no, no". I again commanded Perez to stop his movement as he was continuing down the 
stairs while shaking his head and still saying "no1’, Once Perez made it to the bottom of 
the stairs I gave another command to drop the knives as my firearm was pointed at his 
chest, Perez was still'advancing forward towards us while making eye contact, and again I 
gave another command to stop and to drop the knives. Perez shocked his head and made 
verbal statements and continued forward at a faster pace and raising his hands, both still 
holding the knives. The close distance between these officers and Perez was approximately 
6-8 feet. In fearing for my life as well as Officer Rojas’, and the possibility of 
victims inside the apartment and being that Perez was within 6-8 feet from these officers, 
I could not have taken quick enough steps to my rear or to my right out of his attacking 
range without knowing Officer Rojas would do the same and with no other options, I shot a 
round from my firearm aiming center mass to stop Perez. I also heard simultaneous 
gunshots coming from Officer Rojas who was directly to my left.

Perez did not stop immediately and was still standing after several seconds; he 
subsequently made a right-hand turn as he was dropping to the floor, still holding the 
knives. Once Perez was on the ground in a prone position facing away from us, I observed 
Perez still moving with his right hand holding the kitchen knife. I observed that he had 
let go of the butcher knife which was in his left hand but was still within reach. I then 
observed Perez still moving his right hand and clenching and unclenching the knife. I 
commanded Perez to let go of the knife and to show his hands free of any weapons. After 
several seconds of not complying, a decision was made by these officers to grab Perez by 
his feet and pull him away from the knives. At this point Officer Gonsalves responded and 
assisted, I was covering for Officer Rojas while he was pulling Perez away from the 
weapons. I observed Perez releasing the knife. At this time seeing that I have a small 
window of opportunity in taking the knives away from Perez, I lunged forward and grabbed 
the butcher knife tossing it down the hall. Additional officers arrived and performed 
first aid on Perez.

Not knowing that there could be victims inside the second floor apartment, Officer Rojas 
and I proceeded there. Walking up to the door I observed blood in the doorway. We 
entered the apartment and announced ’’Lowell Police”. As we were securing the apartment 
and looking for possible victims, I observed some blood in the kitchen area and the rear 
door was opened.

Upon the arrival of Sgt Nobrega, I was asked to return my department-issued firearm and 
spare magazine where it was secured.

fl. Submitted By Officer. I.D. t2, Approving Officer's Name. 1.0. Page
SUONG, CHASE CHANAROTH 10696 SULLIVAN, KEVIN PATRICK 92202 2 END
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Case No. 2016-0005292A

SuppNo. 013

r3. Additional  Arrest Report Q Accident d Domestic d Stolen Bike O Juvenile Involved D Alchohol Involved  Prints Adults 1
Reports  Complaint App 0 Housing EJ Bias D Drugs Involved El Gang Involved El Photos Juveniles Q

s7. Incident Cnts Offense Code
911 HANGUP CALL | 01 19120 |

sio. Reported Date sii. Time six Day
03/26/2016 122:54 | SAT

_ 1 1 i
sis. Occrd From Date $14. Time sis. Day 

03/26/2016 122:54 | SAT

__ _____________________________________________________________ . .X.
si6. Occrd To Date si?. Time sis. Day

03/26/2016 123:00 I SAT
r20. Reporting Officer 1,1.D. i
ROJAS. GUILLERMO DAVID 12716

r2i. Reporting Officer 2, l.D.
SUONG, CHASE CHANAROTH 10B9B

nt PCF No. nx Last Name / Business / State of...
PEREZ

n3. First Name n4. Middle Name
JOSE MANUEL

ns. Race k. Sex 
H | M

n?. Age 
038

ns. Date of Birth 
12/25/1977

n9. Place of Birth - City, State 
PUERTO RICO ’

nio. Soc Sec No. mi. Operator’s License No. m2. State

ma. Height nu. Weight
5'1 O'1 250 lbs

nl5, Build
HEAVY

nie. Complexion ni?. Eyes
MEDIUM BRO

nis. Hair 
8LK

nig. Facial Hair 
GOATEE

n2o. Marital Status
SINGLE

Invob'ement:
SUSPECT 911 HANGUP CALL

n27. Residence Address 1
75 CAMBRIDGE ST 2ND FLOOR LOWELL MA

n28. Phone 
| 

n29. Residence Address 2
 LOWELL MA

nso. Phone
1_________ __

The following is a summary based on the incident described below.

On Saturday, March 26th, 2016 I, Officer Rojas was working for the City of Lowell as a 
uniformed police officer, assigned to 3rd platoon in marked cruiser Bl as a Bravo District 
Response officer.

At approximately 2257 I was parked at 287 Appleton Street which is a commercial area with 
a large parking lot. At this approximate time I heard Lowell PD dispatch give out the 
following call to the area 10 cars. From Essex Regional, a 911 call, a man stating he was 
going to kill everyone and to send the police. I looked up the call through the Computer 
Assisted Dispatch System and read the following. The call was a 911 hang up at 75 
Cambridge Street and the narrative stated = Essex Regional states a man called and stated 
he was going to kill everyone and to send the police. Not sure of apartment or if the man 
is inside the building or outside.

287 Appleton Street is a short distance away from 75 Cambridge Street so I decided to 
respond as backup. I made my way to 75 Cambridge Street without the use of blue lights 
and siren. As I approached Cambridge Street I observed an unmarked cruiser turning onto 
Cambridge Street. This cruiser was operated by Det. Suong from the Gang Unit. I advised 
Lowell PD dispatch that I was going off on Cambridge Street. Shortly after a tone on the 
Lowell PD radio was issued. Following the tone Lowell PD dispatch stated that there was a 
man holding knives in the residence. At this time I unholstered my department issued 
firearm, held it straight down against the right side of my body and continued walking 
towards 75 Cambridge Street. Det. Suong and I were now walking together and I again 
advised Lowell PD dispatch that Bl (myself) and G4 (Det. Suong) were going off.

During this time Lowell PD dispatch provided a description of the male which was as 
follows, a male with curly hair, white t-shirt and blue jeans. We continued walking

h. Submitted By Officer, ID.
ROJAS. GUILLERMO DAVID 12716

t2> Approving Officer's Name, l.D. Page
SULLIVAN. KEVIN PATRICK 92202 1

NCD5001 Rev. 03/13



towards the front doorway of 75 Cambridge Street which was wide open, I walked up 2
cement stairs that were located on the outside of the doorway and stopped at the top step, 
I looked through the doorway and saw that there was a hallway in front of me leading to a 
closed door and a set of stairs to the right. At this time I -advised dispatch that this 
was a multi-level building and began to request further information. As I was asking for 
further information Det. Suong told me that the male was right there on the stairs. I 
looked to my right and observed a male with a white t-shirt and blue jeans coming down the 
stairs at a fast rate of speed with a look of aggression on his face. I observed the male 
to be closer to the top of the steps leading to the 2nd floor. I observed the male to 
have one hand held above his body. In that hand I observed without confusion a large 
metallic steak knife. The other hand I observed to be holding something but my attention 
was focused on the steak knife.

At this time although I was in uniform, in a loud voice I identified myself as a Lowell 
Police Officer and yelled for the male to drop the knife. I also heard Det. Suong give 
the same verbal commands, I knew that the male acknowledged the commands because he 
responded that he wasn’t dropping anything. All of these verbal commands occurred as the 
male rapidly continued down the stairs at us, refusing to drop the knife, holding it above 
his head which I perceived as an oncoming assault towards Det. Suong and myself. At this 
time I took a step back with my left foot in an attempt to create immediate distance and 
briefly lost my balance as I missed the step behind me. As I was taking the step back I 
continued to observe the male charging towards us showing no signs of slowing down or 
stopping or lowering the knife. I now had my firearm up and was aiming at the male. At 
this time I perceived the male's actions as assaultive with the possibility of serious 
bodily harm and or death to Det. Suong and or myself. I again in a loud voice ordered the 
male to drop the knife to which he did not. The male was close to the bottom of the 
stairs and within 5to 7 feet of our location again showing no signs of stopping. I then 
discharged my department issued firearm as I aimed at the male's center mass. I 
discharged my firearm until I was able to identify that the serious assault was 
neutralized.

After discharging my firearm, the male lay face down on the landing in front of us with 
his head pointing away from us. I immediately advised Lowell PD dispatch that shots were 
fired and requested paramedics. I was able to hear the male moaning and breathing heavily 
and was able to observe a knife still being held in his right hand. Det., Suong and I 
concluded that I would holster my firearm and pull the male by the legs towards us while 
Det. Suong maintained cover. This was done in hopes that the male would release the knife 
and it was also done so that we can place the male in a location that was safe to us and a 
location that would allow us to properly begin rendering medical aid. At this moment Ofc. 
Gonsalves arrived on scene and began to assist. Det. Suong stepped over the male and 
moved a knife. At this moment I now observed 2 knives. Ofc. Gonsalves with the 
assistance of other officers now took over medical aid while Det. Suong and I proceeded to 
the 2nd floor where we saw the male coming from. We proceeded to the 2nd floor with the 
intentions of rendering medical aid to anyone who may have been injured. As we began to 
clear the apartment I observed some disarray as if a brief struggle or thrashing had 
occurred. During the clearing I observed some blood in the kitchen and blood on a lamp 
that was broken on the ground within a bedroom. Det. Suong and I finished clearing the 
2nf floor apartment where I noticed that a rear door was left wide open. We exited the 
rear door and cleared the area located by the rear door and continued following that the 
side/back yard where we made contact with other officers.

n. Submitted By Officer. I.D.
ROJAS, GUILLERMO DAVID

f2. Approving Officer’s Name, I.D.
12716 SULLIVAN, KEVIN PATRICK

Page
92202 2
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I made contact with Lt. Slopes and Sgt. M. Nobrega and briefly advised them of the 
shooting and my involvement with it. Sgt. M Nobrega requested 2 additional ambulances on 
scene to transport Det. Suong and myself to Lowell General Hospital for medical care.

Before leaving the scene I gave Lt. Slopes my department issued firearm and 2 magazines. 
While at the hospital I gave Sgt. M. Nobrega my duty belt with all my equipment.

ft. Submitted By Officer, l.D. f2. Approving Officer's Name, l.D. Page
RO JAS, GUILLERMO DAVID 12716 SULLIVAN, KEVIN PATRICK 92202 3 END

NOD 5001 Rev. 03/13



LOWELL POLICE DEPARTMENT .
g|gg^|gj SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT \ v . -

Case No. 2016-0005292A

Supp No. 001

r3. Additional 0 Arrest Report 0 Accident 0 Domestic 0 Stolen Bike 0 Juvenile Involved 0 Alchohol Involved
Reports 0 Complaint App O Housing 0 Bias 0 Drugs Involved 0 Gang Involved

0 Prints Adults 0
0 Photos Juveniles 0

s7. Incident Cnts Offense Code
SUPERVISOR'S REPORT | 01 19109 |

sio. Reported Date sii. Time si2. Day
03/27/201 6 | 01.20 | SUN

1 1 1
si3. Occrd From Date si4. Time sis. Day 

03/26/2016 |22'54 |SAT

1 1 1
si6. Occrd To Date si?. Time sis. Day

03/26/2016 | 22 5-4 | SAT

r20. Reporting Officer 1, I.D. r2i. Reporting Officer 2, I.D.
SIOPES, THOMAS PETER 96594

shooting at 75 Cambridge Street where I collected Officer G. Rojas’ department-issued 
firearm.

- ' . VEHICLES/PROPERTY - . ?
pC Property Type .. ■ . < u ■ p2. Property Category p3. Quantity p4. Qty. Type
EVIDENCE ' - HANDGUNS

ps. Brand p6. Model p7. Color p8. Caliber p9. Serial No. or CAN
SMITH & WESSON .40

pio. Value pii. Value Recovered pi2. OCA Active pi3. OCA Cancel pi4. Tracking No. pis. Disposition

p20. Description
Officer G. Rojas’ department-issued friearm

pi- Property Type y W . p2. Property Category p3. Quantity p4. Qty. Type
EVIDENCE FIREARMS OTHER

ps- Brand ?6. Model p7. Color ps. Caliber p9. Serial No. or OAN

pio. Value pn. Value Recovered pi2. OCA Active pi3. OCA Cancel pi4. Tracking No. pis. Disposition

p20. Description
Officer Rojas’ two (2) 15-round magazines and one (1) 10-round magazine

v y y NARRATIVE : y < RyR; yT CV .■/
On 26 March 2016 at approximately 11:15pm, I was off at the scene of an officer-involved

Officer Rojas stated that he was carrying two (2) full 15-round magazines and one (1) full 
10-round magazine along with one (1) chambered round in the firearm - for a total of 41 
rounds of duty ammunition on his person at the time incident. Officer Rojas informed me 
that he conducted a tactical re-load immediately after discharging his firearm prior to 
sweeping the second floor apartment but did not utilize the second magazine.

Officer Rojas handed me his 10-round magazine from his pocket stating that it was the 
magazine he ejected from his firearm after discharge. I observed four (4) rounds of live 
ammunition remaining in his 10-round magazine.

Upon return to LPD main station. Captain Crowley took possession of Officer Rojas’ 
department-issued firearm and magazines.

ti. Submitted By Officer, I.D. f2. Approving Officer's Name, I.D. Page
SIOPES, THOMAS PETER _______________________________ 96594 SULLIVAN, KEVIN PATRICK 92202 1 END

NCD5001 Rev. 03/13



narrative

LOWELL POLICE DEPARTMENT - 
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT ’i T a

• - Case No.

Supp No.

2016-000E

004

i292A

r3. Additiona
Reports

 Arrest Report  Accident 
Cl Complaint App  Housing

 Domestic
EZI Bias

O Stolen Bike  Juvenile Involved
 Drugs Involved

 Alchohol Involved
D Gang Involved

 Prints
El Photos

Adults 0
Juveniles 0

S7. Incident

SUPERVISOR'S REPORT

Cnts Offense Code
I 01 19109 1

sio. Reported Date
03/27/2016

sii. Time
| 01:29

si2. Day
| SUN

III
si3. Occrd From Date 

03/26/2016
si4. Time

| 22:5-4
si5. Day

| SAT

III
si6. Occrd To Date 

03/26/2016
sir. Time

| 22.54
sis. Day

| SAT

r20. Reporting Officer 1, I.D.
NOBREGA, MARISOL 98620

r2i. Reporting Officer 2, I.D.

On listed date and time, I was on patrol supervising the Alpha Sector. I was monitoring 
the radio when I heard dispatch send officers to 75 Cambridge Street for a 911 call that 
had been received by Essex Regional for a man who stated that he was going to "kill 
everyone" and to "send the police". I then requested dispatch to repeat the call and 
asked for more information as I began heading in that direction. Dispatch then repeated 
the call and moments later they then toned out the initial call and said that they 
received a second call where now the male was in the hallway with a knife. As I proceeded 
to the call, I then heard Officer Rojas say he was going off on scene along with gang unit 
Officer Suong.

As I continued to the scene I then heard Officer Rojas yell on the radio that shots had 
been fired and he requested paramedics. Upon my arrival I immediately observed a male on 
the ground in front of the residence and several officers administering OPR. I then 
gather pertinent information as to who was involved in the shooting as other Supervisors 
were directing officers to secure the scene. I learned that Officers Rojas and Officer 
Suong were involved in the shooting. I then immediately called for two additional 
separate ambulances and I removed both officers from the scene and walked them over to the 
ambulance. At that point I retrieved Officer Suong’s firearm with holster and one short 
magazine that he had. Lt. Slopes then retrieved Officer Rojas’ gun along with two 
magazines.

Both Officers were then sent to LGH main campus in separate ambulances. I secured Officer 
Suong’s firearm and magazine in the secure lock box of S-2. I also retrieved Officer 
Rojas’ full duty belt and secured that in the secure lock box of S-2 as well. I responded 
to LGH and stayed with both officers until they were released. Officer Suong’s firearm 
and magazine along with Officer Rojas’ duty belt were turned over to Captain Crowley at 
LGH.

ti. Submitted By Officer, I.D.
NOBREGA MARISOL 98620

f2. Approving Officer's Name, I.D. 
SIOPES, THOMAS PETER

Page
9659-4 1 END

4CD 5001 Rev. 03/13



VEHICLES / PROPERTY

8|!|f8 LOWELL POLICE DEPARTMENT 
R||||||| SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

Case No. 2016-0005292A

Supp No. ooi

r3. Additional O Arrest Report  Accident EJ Domestic  Stolen Bike  Juvenile Involved D Alchohol Involved
Reports  Complaint App  Housing El Bias El Drugs Involved El Gang Involved

 Prints Adults 0
El Photos Juveniles 0

s7. Incident Cnts Offense Code
SUPERVISOR'S REPORT | 01 19109 |

sio. Reported Date sii.Time si2. Day
03/27/2016 | 01 20 | SUN

1 1 1
si3. Occrd From Date si4. Time sis. Day 

03/26/2016 | 22'54 | SAT

1 1 1
si6. Occrd To Date S17. Time sis. Day

03/26/2016 [22 54 | SAT

uo. Reporting Officer 1, I.D. r2i. Reporting Officer2, I.D.
SIOPES, THOMAS PETER 96594

pi* Property Type 
EVIDENCE

p2. Property Category 
HANDGUNS

p3. Quantity p4. Qty. Type

p5. Brand
SMITH & WESSON

p6. Model p7. Color p8. Caliber
40

p9. Serial No. or OAN

pio. Value pii. Value Recovered pi2. OCA Active pi3. OCA Cancel pi4. Tracking No. pis. Disposition

p20. Description
Officer G. Rojas’ department-issued friearm

pi- Property Type 
EVIDENCE

p2. Property Category 
FIREARMS OTHER

p3. Quantity p4. Qty. Type

p20. Description
Officer Rojas’ two (2) 15-round magazines and one (1) 10-round magazine

p5. Brand p6. Model p7. Color ps. Caliber p9. Serial No. or OAN

pio. Value pii. Value Recovered pi2. OCA Active Pi3. OCA Cancel pi4. Tracking No. pis. Disposition

_______________________________________________ NARRATIVE__________________________________________
On 26 March 2016 at approximately 11:15pm, I was off at the scene of an officer-involved 
shooting at 75 Cambridge Street where I collected Officer G. Rojas’ department-issued 
firearm.

Officer Rojas stated that he was carrying two (2) full 15-round magazines and one (1) full 
10-round magazine along with one (1) chambered round in the firearm - for a total of 41 
rounds of duty ammunition on his person at the time incident. Officer Rojas informed me 
that he conducted a tactical re-load immediately after discharging his firearm prior to 
sweeping the second floor apartment but did not utilize the second magazine.

Officer Rojas handed me his 10-round magazine from his pocket stating that it was the 
magazine he ejected from his firearm after discharge. I observed four (4) rounds of live 
ammunition remaining in his 10-round magazine.

Upon return to LPD main station, Captain Crowley took possession of Officer Rojas’ 
department-issued firearm and magazines.

n. Submitted By Officer, I.D.
SIOPES, THOMAS PETER 96594

f2. Approving Officer's Name, I.D. 
SULLIVAN, KEVIN PATRICK 92202

Page
1 END

NCD5001 Rev. 03/13



NARRATIVE

LOWELL POLICE DEPARTMENT 
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

Case No. 2016-0005292A

Supp No. 004

r3. Additional  Arrest Report  Accident  Domestic  Stolen Bike  Juvenile Involved  Alchohol Involved
Reports Q Complaint App E] Housing EJ Bias D Drugs Involved El Gang Involved

 Prints Adults 0
El Photos Juveniles 0

s7. Incident Cnts Offense Code
SUPERVISOR'S REPORT | 01 19109 |

sio. Reported Date sii. Time si2. Day
03/27/2016 101 29 | SUN

1 1 1
si3. Occrd From Date si4. Time sis. Day 

03/26/2016 | 22.54 | SAT

1 1 1
si6. Occrd To Date si?. Time sis. Day

03/26/2016 |a?54 | SAT

r20. Reporting Officer 1, I.D. r2i. Reporting Officer 2, I.D.
NOBREGA, MARISOL 98620

On listed date and time, I was on patrol supervising the Alpha Sector. I was monitoring 
the radio when I heard dispatch send officers to 75 Cambridge Street for a 911 call that 
had been received by Essex Regional for a man who stated that he was going to ’’kill 
everyone’’ and to ’’send the police". I then requested dispatch to repeat the call and 
asked for more information as I began heading in that direction. Dispatch then repeated 
the call and moments later they then toned out the initial call and said that they 
received a second call where now the male was in the hallway with a knife. As I proceeded 
to the call, I then heard Officer Rojas say he was going off on scene along with gang unit 
Officer Suong.

As I continued to the scene I then heard Officer Rojas yell on the radio that shots had 
been fired and he requested paramedics. Upon my arrival I immediately observed a male on 
the ground in front of the residence and several officers administering OPR. I then 
gather pertinent information as to who was involved in the shooting as other Supervisors 
were directing officers to secure the scene. I learned that Officers Rojas and Officer 
Suong were involved in the shooting. I then immediately called for two additional 
separate ambulances and I removed both officers from the scene and walked them over to the 
ambulance. At that point I retrieved Officer Suong’s firearm with holster and one short 
magazine that he had. Lt. Slopes then retrieved Officer Rojas’ gun along with two 
magazines.

Both Officers were then sent to LGH main campus in separate ambulances. I secured Officer 
Suong's firearm and magazine in the secure lock box of S-2. I also retrieved Officer 
Rojas' full duty belt and secured that in the secure lock box of S-2 as well. I responded 
to LGH and stayed with both officers until they were released. Officer Suong's firearm 
and magazine along with Officer Rojas' duty belt were turned over to Captain Crowley at 
LGH.

fi. Submitted By Officer, I.D. 
NOBREGA MARISOL 98620

f2. Approving Officer's Name, I.D. 
SIOPES, THOMAS PETER 96594

Page
1 END

NOD 5001 Rev. 03/13



1 LOWELL POLICE DEPARTMENT 
| SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

Case No. 2016-0005292A

Supp No. 006

r3. Additional  Arrest Report  Accident
Reports  Complaint App El Housing

 Domestic D Stolen Bike 
EJ Bias

El Juvenile Involved E3 Alchohol Involved 
 Drugs Involved  Gang Involved

 Prints
LJ Photos

Adults 3
Juveniles 0

s7. Incident

USE OF FORCE

Cnts Offense Code
I 01 |9000 |

sio. Reported Date 
03/27/2016

sii.Time si2. Day 
| 01:32 | SUN

I I I J si3. Occrd From Date 
03/26/2016

si4. Time sis. Day 
| 22 54 | SAT

I I I
si6. Occrd To Date 

03/26/2016
si7. Time sis. Day 

| 22 54 | SAT

r2o. Reporting Officer 1, I.D.
GONSALVES, CHRISTOPHER R 13727

r2i. Reporting Officer 2, I.D.

INVOLVED PERSONS
no. Name Type 
ADULT

nl. PCF No. n2. Last Name / Business / State of... 
GONSALVES

n3. First Name
CHRISTOPHER

n4. Middle Name

ns. Race
W

n6. Sex
M

n7. Age
031

ns. Date of Birth
1984

n9. Place of Birth - City, State nio. Soc Sec No. nii. Operator's License No. ni2. State

nia. Height ni4. Weight nis. Build ni6. Complexion nn. Eyes nis. Hair nio. Facial Hair n2o. Marital Status

Iwokement.

ASSISTING OFFICER USE OF FORCE
n27. Residence Address 1

50 ARCAND DR. LOWELL POLICE LOWELL MA 01852
n28. Phone

(978) 937-3200

no. Name Type 
ADULT

nl. PCF No. n2. Last Name / Business / State of..
ROJAS

n3. First Name
GUILLERMO

n4. Middle Name

ns. Race
H

n6. Sex
M

n7. Age ns. Date of Birth n9. Place of Birth - City, State nio. Soc Sec No. nii. Operator's License No. ni2. State

nia. Height ni4. Weight nl5. Build nie. Complexion ni7. Eyes nis. Hair nio. Facial Hair n2o. Marital Status

Involvement.

USE OF FORCE-WITNESS USE OF FORCE
n27. Residence Address 1

50 ARCAND DRIVE LOWELL POLICE DEPARTMENT SIS LOWELL MA 01852
n28. Phone

(978) 937-3200

no. Name Type 
ADULT

m. PCF No. n2. Last Name / Business / State of...
SUONG

n3. First Name
CHASE

n4. Middle Name

ns. Race
A

n6. Sex 
M

n7. Age ns. Date of Birth n9. Place of Birth - City, State nio. Soc Sec No. nii. Operator's License No. ni2. State

nis. Height ni4. Weight nl5. Build nie. Complexion ni7. Eyes nis. Hair ni9. Facial Hair n2o. Marital Status

Involvement.

USE OF FORCE-WITNESS USE OF FORCE
n27. Residence Address 1

LOWELL POLICE DEPARTMENT 50 ARCAND DRIVE LOWELL MA 01852
n28. Phone

NARRATIVE
On Saturday, March 27, 2016 at approximately 2254 hours while on uniform patrol Car 10B, 
along with Car 10A were dispatched to 75 Cambridge St for a 911 Hang up. While in route 
Lowell Dispatch stated they received a call from Essex Regional that a man called and 
stated he was going to kill everyone and to send the police. Lowell Dispatched then toned 
out the call and stated that their was a male inside the hallway with a knife of the home 
that had Jeans and a White T-Shirt on. Please see initial report by this officer.

As I was arriving to 75 Cambridge St, I heard shots being fired. Knowing that Ofc. Rojas 
and Det. Suong were already off on scene, I ran to their location with my department 
issued firearm un-holstered. In the threshold of the door way was the Suspect Jose Perez. 
Perez was laying face down in the threshold of the doorway. His upper body was in the

fi. Submitted By Officer, I.D.
GONSALVES, CHRISTOPHER R 13727

f2. Approving Officer's Name, I.D. 
SIOPES, THOMAS PETER 96594

Page
1
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LOWELL POLICE DEPARTMENT CONTINUATION PAGE
ci. Case No.
2016-0005292A

c2. Supp No.
006

cio. Reported Date cii.Time 
03/27/2016 | 01 32

narrative
common hallway as his legs were hanging outside the door. Perez appeared to be suffering 
from gun shot wounds. While Perez was face down, he still had the meat cleaver in his 
left hand and multiple verbal commands were given to release the meat cleaver. Myself and 
Det. Suong provided cover for Ofc. Rojas as he kicked the meat cleaver away from Perez. I 
then handcuffed Perez for officer's safety.

fi. Submitted By Officer, I.D.
GONSALVES, CHRISTOPHER R 13727

(2. Approving Officer's Name, I.D.
SIOPES. THOMAS PETER 96594

Page
2 END
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^§8 LOWELL POLICE DEPARTMENT 
111118 SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

Case No. 2016-0005292A

Supp No. Q02

r3. Additional  Arrest Report  Accident  Domestic  Stolen Bike D Juvenile Involved O Alchohol Involved  Prints Adults 1
Reports  Complaint App  Housing O Bias O Drugs Involved O Gang Involved K Photos Juveniles 0

s?. Incident Cnts Offense Code
GENERAL POLICE BUSINESS/INFORMATION | 01 | 9100 |

sio. Reported Date sii.Time si2. Day
03/27/2016 | 01 25 | SUN

1 1 1
si3. Occrd From Date si4. Time sis. Day 

03/26/2016 | 22 54 | SAT

1 1 1
si6. Occrd To Date si7. Time sis. Day

03/26/2016 | 22 54 | SAT

r20. Reporting Officer 1, I.D. i
RAYNE, ROBERT KIRWIN 8700

r2i. Reporting Officer 2, I.D.

INVOLVED PERSONS
no. Name Type 
ADULT

ni. PCF No. n2. Last Name / Business / State of..
PEREZ

n3. First Name n4. Middle Name
JOSE MANUEL

n5. Race n6. Sex
H .M

n7. Age
038

ns. Date of Birth
12/25/1977

n9. Place of Birth - City, State
PUERTO RICO

nio. Soc Sec No. nil. Operator's License No. ni2. State

nia. Height ni4. Weight
5'10" 250 lbs

nl5. Build
HEAVY

ni6. Complexion ni7. Eyes
MEDIUM BRO

nis. Hair
BLK

ni9. Facial Hair n2o. Marital Status
GOATEE SINGLE

Irwokement'
OTHER PERSON INVOLVED GENERAL POLICE BUSINESS/ INFORMATION

n27. Residence Address 1 n28. Phone
75 CAMBRIDGE ST 2ND FLOOR LOWELL MA | 

n29. Residence Address 2 n30. Phone
 LOWELL MA |

narrative
On the above stated date and time I OfcRayne while on marked patrol assigned to district 
response Bravo 5 responded to the listed address 75 Cambridge Street for a shots fired 
call.

Upon arrival at the listed address I deployed my departmental issued first aid bag and 
located Jose Perez lying supine and bleeding profusely in front of the address. Perez was 
in custody and was handcuffed at this time.

I then assessed Perez and found him not to be breathing and to have no pulse. I
immediately noticed a wound directly in the center of the chest and wounds to his left arm
and forearm. At this time, in order to render effective first aid I un handcuffed Perez. I
then applied a chest seal to the center of mass chest wound. With the assistance of
Officers on scene, Perez was log rolled on to his side to check for any exit wounds. I did 
not find any exit wounds or trauma to the posterior of Perez. We then log rolled Perez 
back . I then began chest compressions and requested a BVM (bag-valve-mask) . Ofc 
Golojuch then began ventilations on Perez.

Ofc Gatto and Ofc Scott Merrill continued to to assess Perez further and noticed 
additional wounds to Perez’ lower left qaudrant. A chest seal was also applied to this 
wound.

After approximately 5 evolutions of compressions and ventilations, LED arrived on scene 
and relieved me from compressions. Soon after Paramedics arrived on scene and patient care 
was transferred to them.

Following this, I was ordered by Sergeant Guiffrida to a post inside of 75 Cambridge 
Street where I guarded the living room and hall way scene while Officer Scott Merrill 
began a crime scene log outside. I was then relieved by late nights Officer Sullivan.

fi. Submitted By Officer, I.D.
RAYNE, ROBERT KIRWIN 8700

!2. Approving Officer's Name. I.D. Page
GIUFFRIDA, MICHAEL JOHN 95576 1 END

NCD5001 Rev. 03/13



|®|8 LOWELL POLICE DEPARTMENT 
Ijgga SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

Case No. 2016-0005292A

Supp No. 003

r3. Additional  Arrest Report D Accident  Domestic Cl Stolen Bike Ed Juvenile Involved  Alchohol Involved d Prints Adults 1
Reports  Complaint App d Housing d Bias d Drugs Involved d Gang Involved d Photos Juveniles 0

s?. Incident Cnts Offense Code
GENERAL POLICE BUSINESS/INFORMATION | 01 | 9100 |

sio. Reported Date sii.Time si2. Day
03/27/2016 | 01 25 | SUN

1 1 1 si3. Occrd From Date §14. Time §15. Day 
03/26/2016 | 22:54 | SAT

___________________________________________________________________IL _ __ L
§16. Occrd To Date §17. Time §18. Day

03/26/2016 | 22 54 | SAT

r20. Reporting Officer 1.1.D. >
GATTO, JASON D 11711

r2i. Reporting Officer 2, I.D.

INVOLVED PERSONS
no. Name Type 
ADULT

ni. PCF No. n2. Last Name / Business / State of...
PEREZ

n3. First Name n4. Middle Name
JOSE MANUEL

ns. Race n6. Sex
H M

n7. Age
038

ns. Date of Birth
12/25/1977

n9. Place of Birth - City, State
PUERTO RICO

nio. Soc Sec No. nii. Operator's License No. ni2. State

nia. Height ni4. Weight
5'10" 250 lbs

nl5. Build
HEAVY

nie. Complexion ni?. Eyes
MEDIUM BRO

nis. Hair
BLK

ni9. Facial Hair
GOATEE

n2o. Marital Status
SINGLE

Irwohement'
OTHER PERSON INVOLVED GENERAL POLICE BUSINESS/ INFORMATION

n27. Residence Address 1
75 CAMBRIDGE ST 2ND FLOOR LOWELL MA !

n28. Phone
| 

n29. Residence Address 2
 LOWELL MA

n30. Phone

narrative
On the above listed date and approx time, while assigned to LPD marked unit 9B; this 
officer was off on an unrelated call for service on Epping St. This officer could hear a 
dispatched call for service for 75 Cambridge St where someone "was going to kill 
everyone". Within a short timeframe, LPD Dispatch informed officers that the party in 
question was male and he was now armed with a knife; in which a priority one tone was 
broadcast. This officer heard a transmission that two LPD units were on scene attempting 
to locate the male in question. Within a few seconds, this officer heard another 
transmission where an officer was shouting "shots fired!" and "to send an ambulance!". 
This officer then got into my marked unit, activated my emergency lights and sirens and 
proceeded to 75 Cambridge St. The following is a summary of events:

While en route to 75 Cambrdige St, this officer heard a transmission requesting again for 
the ambulance as the scene was secure. As this officer attempted to pull up on scene, this 
officer noted that there was no ambulance in sight. This officer then retrieved the 
medical kit from the trunk of my marked unit and ran down to 75 Cambridge St. As this
officer arrived, this officer asked if anyone was hurt; in which this officer learned that
there was a suspect down from gunfire and the officers involved were unharmed. This
officer observed a male lying on his back (Jose Perez), and appeared to be unresponsive as
multiple officers were attempting to treat Perez. This officer observed his chest to be 
bare, in which this officer could see what appeared to be a gunshot wound in the center 
mass of his chest, along with multiple gunshot wounds to his left side (ribcage area). At 
this time, Ofc Rayne was performing CPR on Perez, and this officer was applying chest 
seals; along with attempting to stop the bleeding. LED and Trinity arrived on scene and 
took over the medical treatment of Perez.

Due to the circumstances, Sgt. Giuffrida was on scene and advised officers to seal off the 
area as a potential crime scene and to start a crime scene log. Multiple officer then 
sealed off the scene in which Ofc S. Merrill started said log; which Sgt. Giuffrida

fi. Submitted By Officer, I.D.
GATTO, JASON D 11711

f2. Approving Officer's Name, I.D. Page
GIUFFRIDA, MICHAEL JOHN 95576 1
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LOWELL POLICE DEPARTMENT CONTINUATION PAGE

appointed this officer to oversee said log. This officer oversaw said log, until relieved

ci. Case No.
2016-0005292A

c2. Supp No.
003

cio. Reported Date cii.Time 
03/27/2016 | 01:25

NARRATIVE

by Ofc. T. Sullivan, in which said log was passed on.

fi. Submitted By Officer, I.D. f2. Approving Officer's Name, I.D. Page
GATTO, JASON D 11711 GIUFFRIDA, MICHAEL JOHN 95576 2 END
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